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Abstract: With the general objective of producing a 2018–2020 Land Use/Land Cover (LULC) map
of the Maiella National Park (central Italy), useful for a future long-term LULC change analysis, this
research aimed to develop a Landsat 8 (L8) data composition and classification process using Google
Earth Engine (GEE). In this process, we compared two pixel-based (PB) and two object-based (OB)
approaches, assessing the advantages of integrating the textural information in the PB approach.
Moreover, we tested the possibility of using the L8 panchromatic band to improve the segmentation
step and the object’s textural analysis of the OB approach and produce a 15-m resolution LULC
map. After selecting the best time window of the year to compose the base data cube, we applied a
cloud-filtering and a topography-correction process on the 32 available L8 surface reflectance images.
On this basis, we calculated five spectral indices, some of them on an interannual basis, to account
for vegetation seasonality. We added an elevation, an aspect, a slope layer, and the 2018 CORINE
Land Cover classification layer to improve the available information. We applied the Gray-Level
Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM) algorithm to calculate the image’s textural information and, in the
OB approaches, the Simple Non-Iterative Clustering (SNIC) algorithm for the image segmentation
step. We performed an initial RF optimization process finding the optimal number of decision trees
through out-of-bag error analysis. We randomly distributed 1200 ground truth points and used
70% to train the RF classifier and 30% for the validation phase. This subdivision was randomly and
recursively redefined to evaluate the performance of the tested approaches more robustly. The OB
approaches performed better than the PB ones when using the 15 m L8 panchromatic band, while
the addition of textural information did not improve the PB approach. Using the panchromatic band
within an OB approach, we produced a detailed, 15-m resolution LULC map of the study area.

Keywords: Google Earth Engine (GEE); land use land cover (LULC); Landsat 8; object-oriented
classification; machine learning (ML); Random Forest (RF); SNIC (Simple Non-Iterative Clustering);
GLCM (Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix); pan-sharpening

1. Introduction

Land use land cover (LULC) maps represent an essential tool in managing natural
resources and are a crucial component supporting strategies for monitoring environmental
changes [1]. Anthropogenic activities in the biosphere are progressively causing profound
alterations in the earth’s surface, influencing ecological systems’ integrity and functions [2],
their ecosystem services, and the related landscape liveability [2,3]. Changes related to
LULC have led to the reduction of various vital resources, like water, soil, and vegeta-
tion [4], biodiversity and related ecosystem services [5], and due to rapid, extensive, and
intense mutations, natural reserves both locally, regionally, and nationally are in grave
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danger [6]. Diachronic LULC maps and time-series of remote sensing (RS) data are essential
to understand and measure these dynamics across space and time [7,8], also considering
landscape gradients [9,10].

In the last decades, the increase of RS data availability, in terms of spectral, spatial, and
temporal resolution, combined with the decrease of acquisition and processing costs, has
led to better exploitation of such data’s great potentialities to study the earth’s surface. RS
data processing has undergone recent improvements thanks to cloud platforms that allow
users to access and analyze extensive geospatial information through web-based interfaces
instantly. Google Earth Engine (GEE) is currently one of the most used of these platforms,
allowing to solve remote sensing data’s primary requirements: storage, composition,
processing, and analysis [11]. In GEE, the user can effectively implement many approaches
based on state-of-art algorithms for the classification of LULC. Its user-friendly interface
and an intuitive JavaScript language make the generated scripts easily reproducible and
shareable through the cloud platform. Regarding the base data acquisition and preparation,
in GEE, the user can quickly build a multi-temporal filtered dataset, helpful in calculating
spectral and statistical indices that improve classifiers’ performance to obtain a more
accurate LULC classification [12].

Landsat-8 (L8) Operational Land Imager (OLI), currently the last step of NASA’s Land-
sat Data Continuity Mission (LCDM), produces RS data that are consistent with those from
the earlier Landsat missions in terms of spectral, spatial, and temporal characteristics [13].
Thanks to LCDM, Landsat data are the only medium-resolution dataset that permits LULC
change studies over multi-decadal periods. L8 provides multispectral images at a 30-m
resolution containing five visible and near-infrared (VNIR) bands and two short-wave
infrared (SWIR) bands with a revisit time of 16 days. A 15-m panchromatic band is avail-
able as well. In GEE, 30-m L8 bands are currently available at an atmospherically surface
reflectance (SR) processing level [14]. In contrast, the panchromatic band (Pan) is only
available at the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) reflectance corrected processing level [15]. This
band is used in the pan-sharpening (or data fusion) to increase the spatial resolution of the
MS bands (30 m) using the higher spatial resolution Pan band (15 m), allowing for smaller
LULC features detection [16,17].

LULC classification approaches usually are defined by calculating the classes of in-
terest’s spectral signatures using training data and pixel or object-based discrimination
between different land cover types [18]. The related GEographic Object-Based Image Anal-
ysis (GEOBIA) has become more popular thanks to delineating and classifying the objects
generated at different scales [19]. Object identification is performed in a crucial step based
on clustering and segmentation to group similar pixels into image clusters and convert
them to vectors [20,21]. The segmentation process has undergone substantial improve-
ment to image classification. After the segmentation, GEOBIA methods generally combine
spectral and geometric information with the image’s texture and context information to
perform the final object classification [22]. These methods generally produced better results
with higher resolution images, although the segmentation step and the subsequent textural
analysis require massive computational and storage resources. Tassi and Vizzari [23] pro-
posed an object-based (OB) approach in GEE using machine learning algorithms to produce
the LULC map. Their results were encouraging for medium-high- and high-resolution
images (Sentinel 2 (S2) and Planetscope), while for L8 data, using only the 30-m bands, they
obtained less satisfactory accuracy results. Labib and Harris [24] evaluated the potential of
the feature extraction in S2 and Landsat 8 using the GEOBIA methods to compare outputs
in the urban areas; as in Ref. [23], the OB classification produced better results on higher
resolution S2 data. Differently, Zhang et al. [25] showed that the moderate resolution of the
Landsat 8 OLI image, combined with the object-based classification method, can effectively
improve land cover classification accuracy in vegetated areas.

Simple Non-Iterative Clustering (SNIC) is widely used in GEE to develop the seg-
mentation step aggregating similar pixel in spatial clusters [23,26]. Mahdianpari et al. [27]
produced the Canadian Wetland Inventory using an OB classification of S2 and Sentinel 1
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data, based on SNIC and Random Forests (RF), to improve the pixel-based classification.
Xiong et al. [28] obtained a 30-m cropland map of continental Africa by integrating pixel-
based and object-based algorithms using S2 and L8 data with Support Vector Machine
(SVM) and RF. SNIC was also successfully used to reduce the salt-and-pepper effect in map-
ping LULC of Iran using Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 satellite datasets and an OB classification
based on RF [29].

The Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) algorithm, also available in GEE,
permits the calculation of image textural indices, which generally improve the LULC
classification [30] within GEOBIA approaches [23]. In this regard, Godinho et al. [31]
combined multispectral bands with the vegetation indices and GLCM features to improve
the LULC classification. Mananze et al. [32] got a Land Cover map in Mozambique from
Landsat 7 (L7) and L8 bands, vegetation indices, and textural features extracted by GLCM.
In few studies, this algorithm was also applied on panchromatic bands or pan-sharpened
images to calculate finer resolution textural metrics useful to improve the final LULC
classification. Yazdi et al. [33] used textural information extracted by GLCM from the
Advanced Land Imager panchromatic band to improve LULC classification accuracy.
Nejad et al. [34] improved the classification results using GLCM extracted from a pan
ALI image coupled with Hyperion hyperspectral data. Multispectral, panchromatic, and
pan-sharpened medium-resolution images were previously compared as input of the most
used segmentation methods (including SNIC) [35]. This comparison showed that the
pan-sharped images represent the best choice for the delineation of agricultural parcels.
The reliability of using pan-sharpened images to improve LULC classification accuracy
in the GEE environment is still today an open research question that is worthy of interest
to investigate. The OB methods using the L8 panchromatic band and the related pan-
sharpened image, to our best knowledge, have not been performed in GEE yet. The
majority of similar research in the literature is generally based on using the non-free
eCognition software platform [25,36]. Therefore, there is still a research gap in providing
scientific evidence on the use of pan-sharpened images for LULC classification in free cloud
software solutions such as GEE.

The innovative non-parametric machine learning (ML) approaches do not require
hypotheses on the input data distribution and produce better results than traditional
classifiers in the classification of LULC [37]. Among these, Classification and Regression
Trees (CART) is a binary decision tree classifier that uses a predefined threshold [38], while
RF is an ensemble classifier based on the combination of multiple CART [39]. The latter
is one of the best classifiers for the classification of LULC, very efficient and precise [40].
SVM (Support Vector Machine) is a good classifier, but it is more complex because it
requires setting essential input parameters, such as the kernel type [41]. RF is undoubtedly
the most widely applied ML algorithm in the GEE environment [42] and, in general,
for remote sensing data classification thanks to its non-parametric nature, its capability
to handle dimensionality and overfitting, its general better performance compared to
other classifiers [37,43]. RF is based on multiple CART, and the final prediction is made
employing the average obtained from all of them. One of its main intrinsic limitations
regards its black box nature concerning the unknown splitting rules [44].

This research aims to classify the 2018–2020 LULC of the Maiella National Park
using L8 data. L8, at this stage, was preferred to S2 in the perspective of a future long-
term diachronic LULC analysis. Pursuing this objective, in the GEE environment, we
compared the typical pixel-based (PB) approaches vs. the more advanced object-based (OB)
ones, both based on the RF classification algorithm. In comparing these approaches, we
assessed the advantages of integrating the GLCM textural information in the PB approach.
Moreover, we tested the possibility of using the L8 panchromatic band to improve the
segmentation step and the object’s textural analysis of the OB approach and produce a
15-m resolution LULC map. The innovative contribution we intend to provide with this
research relies on the comparison of pixel and object-based approaches using advanced
information such as GLCM textural indices and the pan-sharpening process to improve
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the segmentation accuracy. Moreover, to our best knowledge, our research is the first to
assess the accuracy of these different approaches in LULC classification mapping using as
many as 10 LULC classes.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The Maiella National Park, located in the Abruzzo region (central Italy), is one of the
24 Italian National Parks (Figure 1). It is known to be an endemic-rich area [44], and its flora
and vegetation diversity are remarkable, considering that more than 2286 plant species
have been reported for this territory, 201 of which are endemic to Italy [45] and 15 exclusive
endemics of the Maiella massif [46]. The Maiella National Park study area extends for
about 741 km2 in Abruzzo, Italy (42◦04′55” N–14◦03′36” E), over a mainly mountainous
surface and includes the Apennines’ second-highest mountain peak (Mt. Amaro, 2793 m
a.s.l.). Its slopes, especially the eastern and north-western ones, are characterized by very
long and rugged valleys. Due to the high altitude, many spots are affected by cloud cover
for most of the year [47].

Figure 1. Location of the Maiella National Park, Abruzzo, Italy (a). L8 median RGB (b) and composite infra-red (c) images.
Elevation in meters a.s.l. (d) and slope in percentage (e) derived from Shuttle Radar Topography Mission Digital Elevation
Model (SRTM DEM).

The geographical position, high average elevation with more than thirty peaks exceed-
ing 2000 m a.s.l., and the climate’s harshness and changeability make this area unique. It
is characterized by one of the most significant biological diversity in Europe, with many
areas rich in wild nature that represent the characteristic part of the national biodiversity
heritage [48]. It contains five Sites of Community Interest of the European Natura 2000
network, including more than 1800 species, many of which are endemic.

Woodlands represent the natural potential land cover up to 1700–1800 m, sometimes
replaced by other formations, due to different anthropic use levels. Below 1000 m, the
landscape is a fine-grain patchwork of low-intensity cultivated areas, farmlands, oak forest
fragments (Quercus pubescens Willd. subsp. pubescens), and scrublands often resulting
from the abandonment of the traditional agricultural activities. At elevations between
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1000–1800 m, the slopes are covered by continuous monospecific beech (Fagus sylvatica L.
subsp. sylvatica) forests, in mosaic with secondary montane grasslands, partly abandoned.
In localized areas, between about 1800–2300 m, the Mugo Pine (Pinus mugo Turra subsp.
mugo) dominates with its most extensive formations of the Apennine chain. At higher
altitudes, the peaks and high mountain screens are colonized by extremely specialized
plant communities; they are covered by snow from October to June and by clouds during
most of the year [46].

Considering the spatial and temporal resolution limitations of Landsat data, we se-
lected the LULC classification classes with a focus on natural and semi-natural grasslands
and the most important related classes in their typical vegetation dynamics: pioneer eagle
fern-dominated stages (“Ferns”), shrubs, and scrublands (“Shrubs”), sparsely vegetated
areas, bare soil. Then, we added broadleaf forests, coniferous stands (including natu-
ral forests and plantations), hay meadows, other agricultural areas, and built-up areas
(Table 1).

Table 1. Selected LULC classes, their codes, and descriptions.

LULC Class Code Description

Broadleaf forests BLF Forest vegetation, dominated by different deciduous tree species, above all: beech,
white oak, Turkey oak, and others.

Bare soil or rocks BSR Persistently non-vegetated areas characterized by bare soil or rocks.

Grasslands GRS

Grassland vegetation dominated by grasses, forbs, and small shrubs in variable
proportion, from dense and continuous to sparse and discontinuous, including
both semi-natural secondary grasslands, up to ca. 1800 m. a.s.l., and primary

grasslands at higher altitudes (above the tree limit).

Shrubs SHR

Shrubs and scrublands mostly resulting from the abandonment of pastures and
agricultural areas, from place to place dominated by brooms, juniperus,

blackthorn, hawthorn, etc.; at higher altitudes, this class includes the natural
potential vegetation of the subalpine belt, mainly dominated by dwarf juniper.

Coniferous CNF Coniferous stands, including both natural ones (i.e., Mugo Pine-dominated
vegetation) and artificial plantations.

Ferns FER
Pioneer dynamic stages, first steps of the successional processes occurring in

abandoned pastures and agricultural areas, mostly represented by eagle
fern-dominated vegetation [Pteridium aquilinum (L.) Kuhn subsp. aquilinum].

Sparsely vegetated areas SVA Areas characterized by highly sparse and discontinuous vegetation cover, with a
remarkable presence of stones and outcropping rocky substrate.

Pastures PAS Rich pastures and hay meadows with high biomass and dense cover values.
Agriculture AGR Agricultural areas.

Built-up BUP Built-up areas.

2.2. Methodological Framework

Considering the scientific background and the research objectives described above, we
structured a methodology to identify the selected LULC classes using L8 data, comparing
the classification accuracies of two pixel-based (PB) and two object-based (OB) approaches.
As with every typical LULC classification procedure, our methodological workflow in-
cludes: (a) data composition and pre-processing, (b) image classification, and (c) accuracy
assessment (Figure 2). As introduced, the choice of using L8 data is related to the possibility
of performing a future long-term LULC change analysis using previous Landsat data. The
first methodological step aims to develop a data composition procedure for improving the
quantity and quality of information available from L8 data. In this direction, we integrate
cloud-filtering, topography correction, and spectral index calculation, as well as adding
ancillary data. The subsequent image classification step contains a first base PB method
where individual image pixels are classified by considering the spectral information they
hold compared with the spectral signatures of the selected LULC classes derived from
training data. Then, in a second PB approach, we integrate the GLCM textural information
derived from 30-m resolution data to assess the possibility of improving the accuracy of
the first PB approach. We apply a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce the
dimensionality of the multiple textural indices calculated by the GLCM algorithm. The
first OB approach is characterized by a segmentation step, developed by applying the
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SNIC algorithm to group similar pixels into image clusters (i.e., objects). The image’s
spectral and textural information used in the classification step is derived based on such
clusters. Then, in a second OB approach, we integrate an L8 composite panchromatic band
to assess the possibility of improving the segmentation step (using a pan-sharpened image)
and the textural object analysis and produce a 15-m LULC map. In each of the compared
approaches, considering the above-described advantages of RF, we apply this algorithm
in the classification step and perform an initial optimization process to find the optimal
number of trees through out-of-bag error analysis. In the last methodological step, we
develop a robust recursive accuracy assessment of each tested approach by generating
confusion matrices based on the comparison between the classification outputs and ground
truth data. These matrices are used to derive a series of descriptive and analytical statistics
useful to compare the performance of the different approaches and interpret and synthesize
the accuracy level of the output LULC map.

Figure 2. Flowchart of the methodology (Pixel-based, PB; Pixel-based including the image textural
information, PBT; Object-Based, OB; Object-Based using the L8 15-m panchromatic band, OBP).
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2.3. Data Composition

The generation of the base composite dataset is a crucial step in every LULC classifica-
tion. We used the L8 data atmospherically corrected at Surface Reflectance (SR) level in this
application, available in GEE. The study area is characterized by a persistent cloud cover
for most of the year. Thus, according to [49], a sufficiently broad period of interest (in this
case, three years, from 2018 to 2020) was defined to create a more effective composite image
for the subsequent classification. To reduce the snow cover influence and select the most
appropriate time of the year for vegetation growth, we filtered the SR L8 image collection
by a proper time interval (from 1 June to 30 November), fixing to 20% the maximum cloud
cover, and selecting L8 bands from B2 to B7. Moreover, on the resulting dataset, composed
of 32 images, we applied a cloud cover filtering in L8 using the “pixel_qa” band, which
allowed us to almost completely mask pixels occupied by dense and cirrus clouds and
their on-ground shadows [50].

In mountainous areas, topography has a strong influence on surface reflectance due to
the steep slopes. In such places, an effective topographic correction is ordinarily necessary
to reduce the topographic effect before the subsequent spectral indices calculation and
image classification [51]. To this aim, using the 30 m Shuttle Radar Topography Mission
Digital Elevation Model (SRTM DEM), we applied a Sun-Canopy-Sensor + C (SCSc) correc-
tion method [52,53] successfully applied in previous studies [54,55], already implemented
in a GEE script [56]. To correct some noise and aberrations observed on the first SCSc
outputs, we smoothed the DEM convolving with a 2-cells radius low-pass filter.

The addition of spectral indices generally increases the available information and
improves the final classification [57,58]. In this regard, for each image in the period of
interest, we computed various spectral indices. To better discriminate the built-up and bare
soil classes and the differences between agricultural and non-agricultural land [59], we
calculated the Bare Soil Index (BSI) and the Normalized Difference Built-up Index (NDBI)
(Table 2).

BSI is used in LULC studies to differentiate bare soil and other land cover types [60]
and classify and monitor seasonal bare soil areas [61] (Table 2). Mapping built-up areas
represent a challenging task due to their similar spectral characteristics with bare soil.
NDBI is very helpful for built-up mapping [62,63], demonstrating more effectiveness than
other remotely sensed indices [64] (Table 2). To better discriminate the various vegetation
cover types, we calculated the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), the Green
Atmospherically Resistant Vegetation Index (GARI), and the Chlorophyll vegetation index
(CVI) (Table 2).

Table 2. Spectral indices and related formulas used in the research.

Index Formula Author

BSI (SWIR1+RED)−(NIR+BLUE)
(SWIR1+RED)+(NIR+BLUE)

A. Rikimaru et al. [65]

NDBI NIR−SWIR1
NIR+SWIR1 Zha et al. [62]

NDVI NIR−RED
NIR+RED W. Rouse et al. [66]

GARI (NIR−(GREEN−(BLUE−RED)))
(NIR−(GREEN+(BLUE−RED)))

A. Gitelson et al. [67]

CVI (NIR−(GREEN−(BLUE−RED)))
(NIR−(GREEN+(BLUE−RED)))

M. Vincini et al. [68]

NDVI is a widely used vegetation index because it directly expresses a measure of
vegetation health. The combination of its normalized difference formulation and the use of
the highest absorption and reflectance regions of chlorophyll make it robust over a wide
range of conditions. It produces significant improvements in classification accuracy [57],
and the combinations of spectral measurements at different wavelengths have been used
in a plethora of studies to improve classification accuracies [69]. GARI is more sensitive to
a wide range of chlorophyll concentrations and less sensitive to atmospheric effects than
NDVI. At the same time, CVI has an increased sensitivity to chlorophyll’s content, mainly
in the deciduous cover, thanks to the introduction of the green band.
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To compose the 30-m resolution Base Data Cube (BDC), we calculated the median
images for the L8 bands of the selected 32 images and that of the derived BSI and NDBI.
Differently, we computed the median NDVI, GARI, and CVI for three time-sub windows:
June July (JJ), August September (AS), and October November (ON). This is to improve
classification considering the vegetation variations during the selected time window, miti-
gating the influence of slight changes due to meteorological conditions. To enhance the
classification of agricultural areas, we added a 2018 Corine Land Cover (CLC) layer as
ancillary data. We chose this layer considering the availability of previous versions in view
of the above-mentioned future long-term LULC change analysis using older Landsat data.
CLC is a project initiated in 1985 and consists of an inventory of land cover in 44 classes.
CLC uses a Minimum Mapping Unit (MMU) of 25 hectares for areal phenomena and a
minimum width of 100 m for linear phenomena [70]. The goal of CLC is standardized
data collection on land in Europe to support environmental policy development. Finally,
we added the 30 m SRTM DEM and the derived slope and aspect layers to consider the
morphological features crucial for an area of interest with a complex morphology as the
Maiella Park area [71].

2.4. Classification

The LULC classification is computed using the RF machine learning classifier. RF
utilizes bootstrap aggregation (bagging) to build multiple decision trees (DT) and combine
the results employing a majority voting method to make a more accurate prediction [40].
Since each DT uses a bagging method, usually, an average of 36.8% of samples do not play
any role in each classifier’s training phase and are called Out-Of-Bag (OOB) instances [72].
These are used to measure and estimate the OOB error to evaluate the accuracy of the
RF. In general, increasing the DT number allows reaching better performance. However,
a threshold can be identified beyond which any increase in the number of trees would
bring no significant performance gain and increase the computational cost [73]. An initial
calibrations/parameterizations to determine the optimal number of DT for the training
phase using the lowest OOB error is common in tuning the optimal parameters [73–75]. In
this direction, RF classifiers were trained in our application increasing the number of trees
from time to time (from 1 to 200). Analyzing the OOB variation (accessible in GEE through
the “describe” command), we identified the optimal number of trees for each of the four
proposed classification approaches.

Considering the data availability, and given the research objective and the methodolog-
ical framework, we compared four different approaches in the classification step setting up
four different GEE scripts:

• Pixel-based (PB);
• Pixel-based including the image textural information (PBT);
• Object-Based, using BDC (OB);
• Object-Based, using the L8 15-m panchromatic band and the BDC (OBP).

In the pixel-based classification approach (PB), the image is quickly classified in GEE
using all the spectral indices included in the BDC by the first definition of the RF classifier
and the next training phase. A final morphological operation (based on a focal mode) is
applied to clean up the final output and reduce the salt-and-pepper effect.

In the PBT approach, we included in the previous classification the textural features
extracted using GLCM, a widely used algorithm available in GEE that requires a grey-level
8-bit image as input to generate 18 different textural indices. GLCM computes second-order
statistics of texture features from the statistical distribution of observed combinations of
intensities at specified positions relative to each other in the image [30]. A weighted linear
combination (Equation (1)), typically used for RGB image to grayscale conversion [76], was
applied to B3, B4, B5 bands to generate the input for the GLCM step, as follow:

Gray = (0.3 × B5) + (0.59 × B4) + (0.11 × B3), (1)
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We selected the most relevant seven textural indices according to what was suggested
by Hall-Beyer et al. [62]. After a standardization step, we applied a Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) to synthesize the most relevant textural information in a reduced number
of bands. For the final classification, we selected the first 4 PCs accounting for 99.36% of
the initial textural information (pc1 = 81.70%, pc2 = 11.40%, pc3 = 5.22%, pc4 = 1.04%).
Also, in this case, a focal mode kernel is applied to clean up the final output and reduce the
salt-and-pepper effect.

The OB approach typically includes a segmentation step during which similar pixels
are grouped into image clusters possibly converted into vectors [21]. In our application,
considering the L8 resolution, the objects are represented by the patches, which compose
the study area’s landscape. For this purpose, we used the SNIC algorithm, widely used in
GEE [27]. This algorithm, an improved version of the Simple Linear Iterative Clustering
(SLIC) algorithm, selects the pixels one by one and iteratively assigns them to a superpixel.
This process considers both the distance between a given pixel and the superpixels’ center
and the difference between the pixels’ color and the superpixels’ mean color [26]. In GEE,
the user can set some parameters like “compactness factor”, which influences the cluster
shape, “connectivity”, to consider the contiguity based on the merge of adjacent clusters,
and “neighborhoodSize” to avoid tile boundary artifacts. In details, always considering
the characteristic of the study area, we set “compactness” = 0, “connectivity” = 4, “neigh-
borhoodSize” = 128, “seed spacing” = 7. The latter parameter, in pixels, defines an initial
regular grid that influences the cluster size. The textural object analysis is the typical
subsequent step in the OB classification, which considers object textures (so the spatial
relationships between adjacent pixels), improving the LULC classification performance. We
developed the first OB approach (OB) through a spatial cluster identification using SNIC on
a 4-bands composite image including B2, B3, B4, B5 of the BDC. The textural information
was the same obtained for the PBT approach. Before proceeding to RF classification, the
median value of all selected features of BDC and textural PCs is calculated for each spatial
cluster. The most represented CORINE class was determined for each cluster as well.

The second OB approach (OBP) was based on integrating the 15-m L8 Pan band. For
the same time windows used for the BDC, we calculated a median Pan image. Applying
the “rgbToHsv” and “hsvToRgb” methods, we developed a spectral transformation of the
L8 30-m RGB bands of the BDC to generate a pan-sharpened composite image at a 15-m
resolution [77]. On this layer, we applied the SNIC algorithm to identify spatial clusters
(“seed spacing” = 10), while the Pan band was used to calculate GLCM metrics. Also,
in this case, we selected the first 4 PCs, which account for 99.67% of the initial textural
information (pc1 = 81.07%, pc2 = 12.03%, pc3 = 4.38%, pc4 = 2.18%). Before proceeding to
RF classification, the median value of all selected features of BDC and PCs is calculated
for each spatial cluster. As performed in the previous OB approach, the most represented
CORINE class was determined for each cluster. Using image clusters generated using SNIC
at 15-m resolution, we produced an output LULC map at the same spatial resolution.

It is possible to plot a histogram chart in GEE to visualize each feature’s importance in
the classification using the variable importance included in the output from the “explain”
command. These outputs can be normalized to obtain the importance of each feature
expressed in the 0–100% range. This graph is handy to empirically analyze the more
interesting and crucial information utilized for the LULC classification. We used this chart,
combined with accuracy outputs, to select the most compelling RF classification features.

2.5. Accuracy Assessment

We collected 1200 randomly distributed points with a reciprocal minimum distance
of 500 m to train the classifier and validate the LULC classification results. These points
were classified in QGIS, visually integrating information from Bing maps, Google maps,
L8 RGB, L8 pan-sharpened images, L8 NDVI profiles, “Carta della Natura” map [78]. We
randomly and recursively redefined this subdivision to evaluate the tested approaches’
performance and accuracy more robustly. In each iteration, according to a random selection,
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70% of these points are used for the training phase and 30% for the validation phase. This
70/30 ratio is very common in RF applications see, e.g., [79–81]. We recursively redefined
this subdivision, over 50 iterations, to evaluate the tested approaches’ performance more
robustly. The accuracy of the four approaches was assessed using the confusion matrix
(CM) method, a widely used approach based on the comparison of the classification outputs
with the ground truth data [82,83]. Some specific accuracy metrics were derived from the
matrix: Overall Accuracy (OA, Equation (2)), Producer’s Accuracy (PA, Equation (3)) (also
known as “recall”), and User’s Accuracy (UA, Equation (4)) (also known as “precision”),
according to the following formulas:

OA =
Number o f correct plots

total number o f plots
(2)

PA =
Number correctly identi f ied in re f erence plots o f a given maps

Number actually in that re f erence class
(3)

UA =
Number correctly identi f ied in a given map class

Number claimed to be in that map class
(4)

F− score = 2× PA×UA
PA + UA

(5)

The OA is defined as the degree of closeness of the results to values accepted as
true [84]. PA or “recall” is also described as the relationship between true positives and the
total number of true positives and false positives. At the same time, the UA or “precision”
is also defined as the relation of true positives to the total number of true positives and false
negatives. The UA is the complement of the commission error, while the PA complements
the omission error. F-score is a composite measure that measures algorithm reliability with
higher sensitivity and specificity [85]. It is calculated by the harmonic mean of PA and
UA and attempts to describe the balance of the two [86,87] (Equation (5)). A classifier is
considered highly accurate when obtaining a combination of high recall and precision
values. In particular, regarding the LULC classification, high precision (UA) corresponds to
a low representation of commission errors and high recall (PA) to a low value of omission
errors [88].

3. Results

The initial topographic correction produced an adequate illumination re-balancing of
the base L8 images (Figure 3).

OOB error used to identify the optimal number of trees for the RF classifiers in the
four proposed approaches shows a typical decreasing trend when the number of trees
increases (Figure 4). Stable results for all methods are obtained after about DT = 100. This
threshold was chosen as the optimal compromise in terms of accuracy and computational
costs. In detail, the OOB error obtained for the PB, PBT, and OOG at DT = 100 results in a
similar range of values (PB = 0.198, PBT = 0.199, OOG = 0.185) while the OBP approach
showed the best performance producing the lowest OOB error (OBP = 0.151). These values
reflect the average accuracy indices calculated subsequently for the same four approaches.

The output maps from the four tested approaches show the spatial distribution of the
selected LULC classes (Figure 5). Figure 6 shows some of the slight differences between PB
and PBT approaches in a region of the study area. The same figure shows the differences
in SNIC outputs and the OB and OBP approaches’ final LULC classification. Finally, the
same figure represents the SNIC output and the related LULC classification from the OBP
method when all the process is developed at 15-m resolution.

The 50 iterative RF experiments computed for each approach generated information
on the accuracy indices’ variability (OA, PA, UA, and F-score) (Figure 7). The graph shows
clearly how both the addition of textural bands with the PBT approach and the adoption
of an object-based approach on the 30 m resolution dataset did not improve the accuracy
results obtained with the pixel-based classification approach. Using the higher resolution
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panchromatic band, the OBP method achieves significantly better results than the other
approaches for all four accuracy indices.

Figure 3. L8 median RGB and composite infra-red images before (a,c) and after (b,d) the topographic correction performed
in Google Earth Engine.

Figure 4. Out-Of-Bag (OOB) error vs. the number of trees for the four tested approaches (Pixel-based,
PB; Pixel-based including the image textural information, PBT; Object-Based, OB; Object-Based using
the L8 15-m panchromatic band, OBP).

A deeper insight into the reliability of the results is provided by comparing the average
PA and UA for the LULC classes (Figure 8). From the producer’s perspective (omission
errors), the OB approach generally performs better or equal to the other approaches
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in classifying all the classes except AGR, which is slightly better classified by the PB
approaches. In general, two classes result in the most problematic: CNF mainly due to
the confusion with SHR and BLF, SHR due to the confusion with GRS and BLF. The OBP
approach improves remarkably the PA of the latter and that of the FER. From the user’s
perspective (commission errors), the OBP approach significantly improves the accuracy of
UA of BSR, GRS, BLF, and SHR classes.

Figure 5. Land Use Land Cover (LULC) classification maps at 30 m of geometrical resolution of the
study area using the different approaches (a) Pixel-based, PB; (b) Pixel-based including the image
textural information, PBT; (c) Object-Based, OB; (d) Object-Based using the L8 15-m panchromatic
band, OBP) and the region’s location (red polygon) used for Figure 5. Codes used for LULC classes
are described in Table 1.

The UA results for the various LULC classes are satisfactory for all the approaches
(>70%), except for SHR results as a problematic class with all the tested approaches due to
the commission errors with various classes such as GRS, BLF, CNF, and AGR.

The RF classification input features’ normalized importance explains the various
bands’ relevance in the four tested approaches (Figure 9). This output supports under-
standing the relative weight of the various bands in the four classifications and selecting
the most relevant RF classification features to speed up the classification step. The feature
importance for all the four approaches shows an excellent balancing of all the features in
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the final classification, confirming their relevance for class discrimination. Only the aspect
layer resulted slightly less important than the other morphological information in all the
approaches except PB. The 2018 CORINE LULC layer was relevant for all the approaches
but less for the OB and the OBP methods. All the four textural PCs are characterized by
almost equal importance in all three approaches which integrated them.

Figure 6. Land Use Land Cover (LULC) classification outputs from Pixel-based (PB) (a) and Pixel-
based, including the image textural information (PBT) (b). SNIC output (c) and LULC classification
(d) from the Object-Based (OB) method. SNIC output (e) and LULC classification (f) from the
Object-Based method using the L8 15-m panchromatic band (OBP). Codes used for LULC classes are
described in Table 1.

Figure 7. Boxplots showing the median values and the variability of OA (Overall Accuracy), PA (Producer’s Accuracy),
UA (User’s Accuracy), and F-score for the four tested approaches after 50 iterations. Each graph shows the median value
(Q2), the interquartile range (IQR: Q3–Q1), and the upper and lower limits (1.5 times the IQR). (Pixel-based, PB; Pixel-based
including the image textural information, PBT; Object-Based, OB; Object-Based using the L8 15-m panchromatic band, OBP).
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Figure 8. Average producer’s (a) and user’s accuracies (b) for the four compared approaches. For
descriptive purposes, classes are shown in descending order, from left to right, considering the four
approaches’ average accuracy (Pixel-based, PB; Pixel-based including the image textural information,
PBT; Object-Based, OB; Object-Based using the L8 15-m panchromatic band, OBP). Codes used for
LULC classes are described in Table 1.

Figure 9. Average normalized importance of RF classification features for the four approaches (Pixel-based, PB; Pixel-based
including the image textural information, PBT; Object-Based, OB; Object-Based using the L8 15-m panchromatic band, OBP).
Codes used for LULC classes are described in Table 1.

4. Discussion

GEE has achieved substantial success, thanks to its free cloud-based platform that
overcame the remote sensing application’s intrinsic limitation of data storage, retrieval,
and pre-processing. The exponential growth of machine learning in LULC classification,
applied on pixel-based and object-based approaches, aims to get exceptional performance
and innovative methods increasingly affordable. In this research, GEE represents the
programming environment that allowed complex image processing and analysis using the
javascript language. GEE resulted very effectively in the BDC composition achieved by
selecting the best time window of the year, applying a cloud-filtering and a topography-
correction algorithm, calculating various spectral indices, and integrating morphological
and ancillary data.
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Differently from previous research (e.g., [27–29,43]), we successfully compared and
assessed pixel and object-based approaches using advanced information such as GLCM
textural indices and the pan-sharpening process to improve the segmentation accuracy. We
used medium-resolution data (i.e., Landsat 8) for future developments in the diachronic
studies and LULC change analysis over multi-decadal periods. To our best knowledge,
our research is the first to assess the accuracy of these different approaches in LULC
classification mapping using as many as 10 LULC classes. All approaches are based on
the RF machine learning algorithm that, recently, has become the most widely applied
algorithm in remote sensing data classification thanks to its non-parametric nature and
its capability to handle the overfitting build utilizing multiple DTs. The definition of the
DT number is related to an optimal threshold beyond which any increase would bring
no significant performance gain and would merely raise the computational cost [74]. In
this regard, we successfully performed an initial calibration and tuning of this method’s
parameter utilizing the lowest OOB error and making use of all the randomly distributed
points within the study area. With this approach, we limited the number of DT, favoring a
faster RF classification and better utilization of GEE’s computational resources.

This work assessed the possible advantages of including the textural information
derived from L8 30-m resolution data to the pixel-based approaches. In this direction, we
compared the PB approach using all the median bands of the dataset and the PBT based
on the textural information’s addition. Even though the textural information was quite
relevant for the final PBT classification (Figure 9), this information did not improve the
overall RF performance. This is probably due to the impossibility of reading discriminant
textures of landscape patches composing the study area using the native resolution of L8
multispectral bands. This evidence could be due to difficulties in using textural information
without implementing an object-based approach where this information is synthesized
at the object/patch level. However, even with an object-based approach, the textural
information derived from 30-m resolution L8 data slightly worsened the PB accuracy
results (Figure 7). This evidence is coherent with a previous study where the object-based
approach in GEE produced encouraging results for S2 (10-m of geometrical resolution)
and Planetscope (3-m resolution) while, for L8 data, less satisfactory accuracy results were
obtained [23].

The addition of morphometric features (elevation, slope, aspect) and the 2018 Corine
LULC layer as ancillary data was important for all the classification approaches. The former
is quite common in LULC classification [89] and, also in this application, demonstrated
very useful for improving classification accuracy. Differently, the integration of pre-existent
LULC layers, to our best knowledge, is less common. The cloudy nature of the study area
required a preliminary data composition based on median values of long-time windows
to create a free-of-cloud base image. This choice prevented using a more detailed multi-
temporal dataset to distinguish the meadows and the other agricultural areas from other
classes, such as grasslands and sparsely vegetated areas. Even the use of vegetation indices
statistics (i.e., standard deviation, minimum, maximum) in a preliminary stage of the
research did not work for this purpose. Differently, the use of the CORINE layer was
helpful for the discrimination of the above-indicated LULC classes.

As already performed in previous studies [57,58], the proposed methodology im-
proved the derived spectral information calculating specific spectral indices useful in
classifying specific LULC classes (BSI and NDBI). These indices allowed discriminating
better the built-up and bare soil classes and the differences between agricultural and non-
agricultural land. Moreover, we calculated three VIs (NDVI, GARI, and CVI) to improve
the classification. In this case, we derived these VIs according to three time-sub windows
(June-July, August-September, and October-November), considering the vegetation varia-
tions during these selected time windows and mitigating the influence of slight changes in
meteorological conditions.

Considering these primary limitations of object-based approaches using only the 30-m
bands, we assessed the possibility and advantages of integrating the L8 panchromatic
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band in the segmentation step and the textural object analysis to improve the L8 data
classification output. In previous studies, the integration of this band and the derived
pan-sharpened image within the object-based methods determined an improvement of
the accuracy, but an evident limitation is linked to the use of the proprietary eCognition
software platform, a non-free software. In our research, SNIC segmentation applied on an
L8 pan-sharpened image within the OBP method resulted in more effective and detailed
(considering the higher spatial resolution) in the clusters delineation and improved results
obtained in the OB approach (Figure 5). The subsequent GLCM applied on the composite
panchromatic band improved the textural information associated with the different patches.
As already performed in [23], in both OB and OBP approaches, we successfully applied
a PCA that helped the user select a few relevant textural bands to be integrated into the
LULC classification. The addition of PC3 and PC4, even though containing a small quantity
of textural information, was significant for the final classification (Figure 9).

This study implemented a consistent dataset of 1200 points used as training/validation
ground truths that allowed obtaining reliable accuracy results. Moreover, we compared
the four approaches analyzing the mean confusion matrices obtained from a randomly
and recursively subdivision of the ground-truth dataset (50 iterations). This step, rarely
performed in similar RS applications, allowed us to more robustly evaluate the perfor-
mance of the tested approaches using the statistical distribution of overall accuracy (OA),
the producer’s accuracy (PA), the user’s accuracy (UA), and the F-score. These metrics
confirmed all four approaches’ reliability, showing their general applicability in cloudy and
morphologically challenging areas. Accuracy results for some classes reflect the limitations
of L8 data in discriminating specific classes (especially SHR and CNF). However, the
other classes’ accuracy is satisfactory for all the tested approaches, even though the OBP
approach improved the classification of some specific, critical LULC classes (BSR, GRS,
BLF, and SHR) considerably.

Using a 15-m pan-sharpened composite RGB image in the OBP method in substituting
the linear combination of 30-m bands of the OB approach improved the spatial clustering
of pixels potentially belonging to the same landscape patch and the calculation of GLCM
metrics. This research shows for the first time how the integration of the panchromatic
band in an OB approach is possible in GEE and can produce a sensible improvement in all
considered accuracy parameters and the final map quality. The output LULC maps from
the OBP approach, other than being more accurate, are also very detailed and effective
in representing the landscape’s patches (Figure 5). This result is very promising and
interesting since, even in a free platform as GEE, it was possible to implement advanced
classification processes to fully exploit the informative content of L8 data.

5. Conclusions

The work aimed to compare and assess pixel-based and object-based approaches
based on RF to classify the LULC of the Maiella National Park using Landsat 8 data. We
assessed the advantages of integrating textural information in the pixel-based approach
and tested the possibility of using the L8 panchromatic band to improve the segmentation
step and the object’s textural analysis of the object-based approach and produce a 15-m
resolution LULC map. A random and recursive subdivision of the ground-truth dataset in
training and validation subsets supported a more robust evaluation of the performance of
the tested approaches using the overall accuracy (OA), the producer’s accuracy (PA), the
user’s accuracy (UA), and the F-score. These indices confirmed the good reliability and
applicability of all the four approaches in cloudy and morphologically complex areas such
as the Maiella National Park.

The inclusion of the textural information in the traditional pixel-based approach and
applying the OB method on 30-m resolution L8 data did not improve the traditional PB
method’s accuracy results. Differently, the integration of the 15-m resolution L8 panchro-
matic band, both in the object delineation (using a pan-sharpened image) and in the image
textural analysis in the OBP method, significantly improved the accuracy of the LULC
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classification. Our research findings demonstrated the possibility of producing, in GEE,
15-m resolution LULC maps starting from L8 data and using the OOP method. Further
improvements on the LULC classifications may probably be obtained with more advanced
pan-sharpened methods allowing more bands to be included (i.e., the NIR band).

Future improvements of GEE available computational resources and segmentation
algorithms may allow users to produce better LULC classification outputs from L8 data
even at 15-m resolution. The proposed straightforward and cost-effective methodological
approach may be successfully implemented in other critical regions of interest where
the logistic and economic costs associated with land-use and land-cover monitoring are
generally considerable for land managers.
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